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All Rights Cost, But Some Are Priceless.  

An Alternative Model for Conflicting Social Rights 

 

“To the man with a hammer, every problem tends to look pretty much like a nail.” 

C. Munger, The Psychology of Human Misjudgement 

 

 

For a main point, I argue in the first part that social rights, as influentially defined in Alexy 

2002, still lack an adequate model of adjudication, for the standard model used in the realm of 

liberties does not account for the peculiarity in those rights: they conflict solely on the 

grounds of their cost. Rights to healthcare, education, and housing are rivals insofar they 

demand limited resources. But if costs are their reason for conflict – let us call it the 

'commensurability thesis' (CT) –, then two necessary consequences arise: (i) such conflicts are 

global, that is, they occur among all social rights and, vacuously, every possible state expense 

at once; ergo, (ii) their solution is unified, that is, the revision of one conflicting right, as 

conveyed by a token judicial decision either maintaining or changing its status, entails the 

wholesale revision of the state budget. I shall refer to (i) and (ii) as the 'global conflict thesis' 

(GCT). 

Couched in teleological terms of the 'proportionality test', this means that the 

end/benefit position can never single out one or few colliding rights or interests: as long as CT 

holds, it has to include all of those resourcedependent. Provided that the standard model of 

adjudication for liberty rights consists of binary balancing,
1
 it cannot account for GCT – and 

therefore, it is untenable for social rights. To admit of an alternative model that accounts for 

global balancing becomes forceful.  

In what follows, I defend the argument against two objections, which implicitly concede 

the point insofar try to reconstruct social rights conflicts as binary relations: the first and most 

popular is an unifying account, advocated among others by Alexy himself, which groups all 

state expenses into a comprehensive reason to be weighed against the conflicting social right 

('democratic principle', 'budget integrity', 'burden of taxation' etc.); the second relies rather on 

the specification of the relevant expenses from the goals reasonably induced from 

contemporary state measures (e.g. an austerity policy). As it turns out, they fell prey to the 

same argument that builds on a kind of 'reasons holism' following from CT. 

The second part of the paper is reserved to the argument's pièce manquante: cost 

considerations are also present in liberty rights adjudication, and are effectively taken as 

reasons for or against certain upshots. From the banal observation that costs demanded by 

these rights do not generalize conflicts (as recognized in Alexy 2009), I induce the conditions 

for CT as related to the structure of rights. That should warrant the autonomy of two models 

of rights adjudication, and clarify how liberties can be very costly, yet somehow priceless. 

 

                                                           
1
 Here I am thinking of the usual conflicts, such as freedom of speech vs. right to honor, freedom of press vs. 

right to intimacy, the mother's rights towards her own body v. the fetus' right to life etc. To call them “binary“ 

altogether is assumedly a caricature, as they can certainly be more complex and involve multiple poles (viz. 

mehrpolige Verfassungsverhältnisse, in Calliess, 2001). Given that its opposite here is categorical – global 

conflicts, so that arity-determination is otiose –, there is no risk of misrepresentation. 


